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Abstract 
Let 7r : E -+ B denote a smooth principal S’-bundle with total space E and base space B of 
dimension m. In C.Z.W. Hassel Sweatman, 1993, it was noted that, as a consequence of the general 
results of K. Igusa, 1990, the set of smooth real-valued functions on E whose singularities on fibres 
are only of types AI, , Am+, is open and dense in the Whitney Cm topology and further results 
on the existence of good functions were proved there. In this article, we prove the existence of a 
smooth real-valued function on E with no fibre singularities of type Ak for k > [m/2] + 1. 
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1. Notation 
Let X and Y be smooth manifolds. Denote by C”(X, Y) the space of smooth maps 
from X into Y with the Whitney Cm topology. When Y = R this space is denoted 
C”(X) and C” (S’) by 0. For maps with less differentiability we use the notation CT, 
T 3 0. 
For g : S’ -+ R, let arg denote its rth derivative. Define 
Ck = {g E 0: ag+) = = akg(Z) = 0 for some 2 E S’ } 
and let fik be the complement of CI, in R. Note that & is the space of smooth Morse 
functions on S’. 
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Let X have dimension 72, Y have dimension 1 and f : X + Y be a smooth map. 
Then, f is said to have an Al, singularity at II: E X, if in some local coordinates mapping 
z to 0 E Rn, f may be written in the form 
f(Xl,..., z,) = f(x) zt a$+1 - z; - . . . - 3$ + x:+1 t. ‘. + z’,. 
Now consider the action 
(eiW, f) ++ eiWf : s’ x fik + f& 
where 
(eiwf) (eie) = f(,i(w+Q) 
for w, e E R/27rZ = S’ and f E fik 
Definition 1.1. If 7r : E + B is a principal S’-bundle, define 
Ok(E) = {f E C’(E): f 1 V’(b) E fik for each b E B}. 
If S’ acts continuously on W via 7 : S’ x W + W then, a continuous g : E + W is 
called equivariant if 
g(eiw, x) = rl(eiW, s(z)) 
for x E E and eiW E S’. 
The correspondence between maps and their graphs [l, p. 761 gives 
Lemma 1.2. There is a bijection between the set of equivariant maps E + W and the 
set of sections of the associated bundle r : E x SI W + B with jibre kV 
Corollary 1.3. The set flk(E) is nonempty if and only if there is a continuous equivariant 
map E -+ ok. 
2. A theorem of Vasil’ev 
Definition 2.1. Let X and Y be topological spaces, a continuous map f : X + Y is 
called a weak homotopy equivalence if it induces a one-to-one correspondence between 
the path components of X and Y and, for every x E X, the induced map on homotopy 
groups 
f* : %(X9 xl + .,q(Y f(x)) 
is an isomorphism for q > 1 (see [5, p. 4041). 
Notation 2.2. For a manifold Y, denote C”(S1, Y), the free loop space on Y, by L(Y). 
Define the map p, : 52, t L((Rn \ (0)) x R) by 
P,(f)(w) = (W4, ‘. , a”f(w), ~n+‘fM) 
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for f E 0, and w E R/27rZ. The projection (Rn \ (0)) x R -+ Rn \ (0) induces 
qn : L ((R” \ (0)) x R) --+ L (R” \ (0)) 
and this is a homotopy equivalence. 
Theorem 2.3 (Vasil’ev [7,8]). The map qnp, : 0, -+ L(Rn \ (0)) is a weak homotopy 
equivalence for n 3 3. 
Corollary 2.4. For n 3 2 the inclusion map i, : f2, -+ f&+1 induces the zero map on 
all homotopy groups. 
Proof. For n > 2, consider the standard linear inclusion 
j, : (R” \ (0)) x R -+ Rn+’ \ {0}, 
it induces a canonical map 
jln : L((R” \ (0)) x R) --+ L(Rn+’ \ (0)). 
One has the following commutative diagram: 
fin 
P?? 
* L((R” \ (01) x R) 
i,, 
I I 
Y- 
3n 
n 
4n+lPn+l 
n+l + L(Rn+’ \ 10)) 
By Theorem 2.3, qn+lpn+l is a weak homotopy equivalence for every n 3 2. As 3; 
induces the zero map on all homotopy groups it follows that i, induces the zero map on 
all homotopy groups for every n 3 2. 
3. Simple singularities of functions on principal S’-bundles 
We first prove 
Theorem 3.1. For every n 2 0 let r : S2nf’ -+ CPn be the Hopf map. Then there exists 
an fn E C”(S2”+‘) which is in fin+2 on each$bre. 
We require some preliminary results before we can prove Theorem 3.1. Denote the 
closed unit ball in Rn by D”, its boundary is 9-l. Identify R2” with C” in the canonical 
way. Then, 
p-1 = 
i 
(21, . . . ,&) E cn: 5 ,zJ2 = 1 . 
i=l 1 
The group S’ acts on S2n+’ by 
(eiW, (~1,. . , .k+~)) - (eiWzl,. . . , eiwh+l) 
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forw R/2rZand =ZE S2n+‘. 
Remark 3.2. We give an example of a specific smooth function f E 0~~+2(S~~+‘), but 
we have been unable to find an explicit formula for a function in &(S2”+‘) for smaller 
values of k. Let 
n+l 
f(z1, z2, . . . ,zn+l) = Re XX:‘. 
?=I 
On a particular fibre e’a(zi , ,252, . , z,+I) one calculates the first 2n + 2 derivatives of f 
with respect to 0 and, by using a suitable van der Monde matrix one can see that they 
do not all vanish simultaneously at any point. 
Lemma 3.3. Let v: S’ x W + W be a continuous action of 5” on W and suppose that 
h,:S2+’ + W 
is continuous, equivariant and null-homotopic; then, there exists an equivariant, contin- 
uous map 
h . s2nfl + w n+1 . 
which is equal to h, when restricted to 
5l2n-1 = {g E S2nf’: &+1 = o}. 
Proof. Let 
0:” = {g E S2nf1: Re(z,+i) 3 0, Im(z,+r) = 0}, 
it is diffeomorphic to D*“. Since the map 
h, : S2n-1 + W 
is null-homotopic, it extends continuously to a map 
h, : D’+” + W. 
Each orbit of the S’ action on S 27L+1 is either contained in S2n-1 or meets 0:” in one 
point; indeed, S2n+’ is obtained by rotating 0:” about S2+‘. So one can define the 
map h,+i : S2n+’ t W to be h, on 0:” and by 
(%. . . ,Z,,&) e ~(e’W,h,(2,e-‘W,. . ,z,e-iw,T)) 
for 0 < I- < 1 and w E R/27rZ. The map h,+l is continuous and since 
hn+l (eie (zl, . . . , z,, reiw)) = h,+l (zleiO,. , zneie,rei(e+w)) 
= q(ei(e+w),?ln(zle-iW, _ . . , z,e+,r)) 
=~(eiB,~(eiw,?ln(zle-iw,...,z,e-lW,r))) 
= q(eie, h,+l (zl, . . , z,,reiw)), 
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it is equivariant. By definition it equals h, when restricted to S2+’ 
Remark 3.4. This explicit proof could be reformulated in a less elementary way using 
the language and results of obstruction theory to find a section of appropriate bundles 
over complex projective spaces. 
Lemma 3.5 [2]. Let 7r : E -+ B be a smooth S’-bundle and f : E -+ R be a continuous 
map such that f E 52, (E). Th en, there is a smooth approximation f to f such that 
i E f&(E). 
Proof. We use the regularization technique described by Hormander [3, p. 171. First, 
consider the case of a trivial bundle over an open disc D centered at 0. The coordinates 
on D x S’ are (z, 13) and the given function is f(~, 0). If cp E CM(D) has support in a 
sufficiently small neighborhood of 0 and s cp = 1, consider the convolution 
Since fV --+ f as supp(cp) --+ {0}, this is also true for the fibrewise derivatives a;f, and 
hence if f E Qk(D x S’) so is fV for cp with sufficiently small support. 
In general, choose a partition of unity X, for B whose supports are discs. By using 
the construction above one finds functions fol,, on E which converge, as n t 03, to 
X, f and the fibrewise derivatives also converge appropriately. Let fn = c, fa,n, then 
fn + C, X,f = f. Hence, if f E f&(E) so is fn for sufficiently large n. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By Lemma 3.5, it is enough to show that &+2(S2”+i) is 
nonempty. By Corollary 1.3, it is therefore enough to find an equivariant map S271+’ + 
R n+2. To do so we use induction on n. The existence of smooth Morse functions on the 
circle proves the case n = 0. 
Assume that there is an equivariant map 
fn-, : S2n-1 -+ a,,,. 
Let &+I : %+I + f&+2 be the inclusion; the composite 
iTL+, fn-, : s2+’ --t L&&f* 
is equivariant and, by Corollary 2.4, it is also null-homotopic. By Lemma 3.3, there 
exists a continuous map 
fn : S2n+’ -+ L&+2 
which is equivariant and equal to in+1 fn_l when restricted to S2+‘. 
We now come to our final result. 
Theorem 3.6. Let n : E t B be a smooth principal S’-bundle and let m be the dimen- 
sion of the base B. Then there exists a smooth f E f4m,2~+2(E). 
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Proof. By the classification of S’ -bundles [6], if m < 2n + 1, there exists a smooth 
bundle map 
h: E -+ S2nf1 
with h a diffeomorphism when restricted to each fibre. By Theorem 3.1 there exists a 
smooth function fn : S2n+1 + R which is in fln+2(S2”+‘). Hence, if m = 2n or 2n+ 1, 
there exists a smooth function, namely the composition fnh, which lies in &+2(E). 
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